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To learn more about Paper Cop, call (855) 345-COPS (2677) or
Easy-to-Use, Effective Anti-Crime Tool
email info@papercops.com.

The Citizen Action Book provides residents with a handy, easy-to-use tool to identify
and accurately record crime information so it can be easily shared with law
enforcement. The book is very easy to use; just fill in the blanks.

P.O. Box 1211, Owings Mills, MD 21117
(855) 345-COPS | (855) 345-2677
www.papercops.com

Topics Covered in the
Citizen Action Book
Community Meetings - Document
time, location, and issues important
to your neighborhood
Suspicious Transportation - How to accurately
identify vehicles and other modes of transportation that are involved in questionable
or illegal activities, which could be key to solving crimes
Suspicious Individuals - How to identify individuals who are participating in suspicious
and unlawful activities, including properly and accurately documenting suspects’
physical descriptions
Community Problems - How to identify, track, and abate existing community
problems, including identifying the individuals or agencies responsible for creating
them

An Anti-Crime Solution for Concerned Citizens

Monitor Crimes in Your Community - Document and maintain pertinent information
on suspects and crimes that occur near your home, business, and your children’s school

Witness or Victim of Crime - How to respond if you are a witness to or a victim of a
crime, including detailed step-by-step information on documenting the crime
Police Misconduct - Learn about citizens’ rights, the do’s and don’ts when accosted
by police officers, and how to document pertinent information required when you are
a victim or a witness of police misconduct.
Service Requests - How to document and rate the appearance and work performance
of first responders and public workers
Definitions - Definitions for words and terms that are commonly used by law
enforcement officers and the judicial system

Citizen Action Book
A Revolutionary Anti-Crime Tool for Citizens Who
Are Willing to Make a Difference
Designed specifically for law abiding citizens who care deeply about the safety of
their families, neighbors, and communities, the Citizen Action Book offers a
revolutionary crime prevention tool for people who are willing to make a difference.

Designed for Responsible Citizens Who Care About
Their Communities

Topics Covered in the
Citizen Action Book
Community Meetings - Document
time, location, and issues important
to your neighborhood
Suspicious Transportation - How to accurately
identify vehicles and other modes of transportation that are involved in questionable
or illegal activities, which could be key to solving crimes

As our nation’s crime rate soars exponentially, law-abiding citizens understand
that we have a responsibility to deter crime in our own communities by working
hand-in-hand with law enforcement agencies.

Suspicious Individuals - How to identify individuals who are participating in suspicious
and unlawful activities, including properly and accurately documenting suspects’
physical descriptions

The Citizen Action Book helps residents document pertinent information to assist
officers in keeping our community safe. This vital resource delivers critical knowledge such as:

Community Problems - How to identify, track, and abate existing community
problems, including identifying the individuals or agencies responsible for creating
them

•

Monitor Crimes in Your Community - Document and maintain pertinent information
on suspects and crimes that occur near your home, business, and your children’s school

•
•
•

What to do - and not do - about suspicious individuals and vehicles around
your home and business
How to properly document community problems, including reporting issues to
responsible parties, governmental agencies, and police departments
How to work in tandem with law enforcement by using the same crime
documentation techniques police officers use
Holding first responders to a higher standard by documenting and rating their
appearance and work performance

Easy-to-Use, Effective Anti-Crime Tool
The Citizen Action Book provides residents with a handy, easy-to-use tool to identify
and accurately record crime information so it can be easily shared with law
enforcement. The book is very easy to use; just fill in the blanks.

Witness or Victim of Crime - How to respond if you are a witness to or a victim of a
crime, including detailed step-by-step information on documenting the crime
Police Misconduct - Learn about citizens’ rights, the do’s and don’ts when accosted
by police officers, and how to document pertinent information required when you are
a victim or a witness of police misconduct.
Service Requests - How to document and rate the appearance and work performance
of first responders and public workers
Definitions - Definitions for words and terms that are commonly used by law
enforcement officers and the judicial system

